Zones, Microclimates, and Frost
Dates
Zones
 Zones are indicated areas on

the map that show your
average coldest winter
temperatures.
 Zones for Alberta are mostly
zone 3.
 -30C to -40C

 You may have a microclimate

in your yard where it could be
zone 4.
 -20C to -30C

 These are usually protected

spots close to a building with
a southern exposure.
 When you are buying
perennials, you should buy
plant that fit into these zones.

Zones, Microclimates & Frost Dates
Frost Dates
 The two dates you need to

determine are your last spring
frost date and your last fall
frost date.
 Most areas of Central Alberta
are around the end of May
and the first of June.
 This last spring frost date is
the indicator of when it is
safe to put out transplants or
seeds into your garden.

 The first fall frost date in

Central Alberta is usually the
end of August to the first
week of September.
 This is the indicator of
deadline for tender plants to
be harvested and indicator
for hardy plants to start being
harvested.

Location
Questions to ask
How many people are in your
family?
 How does each member use
the yard space?
 What does each person want
from the yard? Wishlist






Eg: Barbeque, entertainment
area
Flower and vegetable garden
Privacy area
Area for pets
Play area for kids

 How much time per week

can each person devote per
week into maintaining the
space
 How much physical strength
and help is required to
maintain these areas

Location

Location
Drawing a base map
 Draw your yard to size on graph

paper and make 5 extra copies
 Analyze your yard in regards to
safety
 Mark down power lines,

underground utilities etc

 Mark down where your outside

water taps are or your source of
water
 Mark down where the electrical
outlets are
 Mark your North South
orientation

 Note on the map the existing

tree and shrubs
 The sunny and shade areas,
moist and dry areas
 Noticeable highest and lowest
points of the yard where frost
can settle

Location
Designing your yard
 On one of the 5 copies of the base maps you made:
 Mark where you want your wish lists: e.g. BBQ,

entertainment area.
 These plans may change, so use the other copies you
made for that
 The reason for graphing to size your yard and wish list
is to find out how these will fit in your yard and if they
all can

Soil
Soil types and testing
 Dirt is messy and has a bad







reputation.
To keep our lifestly clean we cover it
with gravel, cement, etc.
In actuality we cant exist without
that 6 inches of top soil.
“Top soil” is a mixture of humus
(decomposed vegetation and
various sized rocks from pebbles to
powder called mineral matter.
In southern alberta (prairies), the
humus is from short grass and has a
brown colour.
In Central Alberta (parkland) the
humus is from a mix of deciduous
trees, evergreens and tall grass
which makes the soil black.

 In North and West Alberta, the

humus is from mostly evergreens
and some deciduous trees making
the grey wooded soil.
 Along with the various types of
soil (depending on your area) plus
the ground up and size of these
mineral (rocks) determines your
kind of soil.
 The 4 basic types of soil
 Sand
 Silt
 Clay
 Loam

Soil
Testing
 There are a few simple at home

tests you can do to determine the
type of soil you have.
 Test 1 (Squeeze test)
 Dig a hole in the middle of your
garden with a small hand shovel
down 4 inches
 Set that soil aside
 Take another scoop from the
hole, put in your hand and
squeeze!
 If the soil runs through your
hands, it’s sandy soil.
 It heats up easy in the
spring
 It contains lots of space
between sand particles



It does not hold
moisture or plant matter
well so nutrients run
through it
If the soil squeezes into a ball
and stays that way its clay!
 Its heavy therefor no air
space between particles
 When it dries out it is very
hard like concrete
 When its wet, it sticks to
everything like glue
 It does not contain any plant
material (humus)
 Can contain nutrients held
in the clay because water
does not run through it

Soil
Testing


If when squeezed and feels
like clay but leaves a slimy
film on your fingers, it’s silt!






It drains poorly. It can hold
lots of nurtients
Low humus levels

If its squeezed into ball and
touched it will crumble easily.
This is loam!




This is the ideal soil (everyone
wants)
Its a balance of sand, silt, clay,
and a good amount humus.

 Test 2 (Shake test)










Dig a hole in the middle of your
garden with a small hand
shovel down 4 inches
Set aside that soil
Then take another scoop from
the hole Aprox ¼ cup
Put this into a clear container
(with lid)
Add 2 cups of water
Add 1 tsp of dish liquid and
close the container
Close the lid tightly
Give the container a good shake
for 1 minute.

Shake Test

Soil
Testing
 Test 2 (shake test) cont:



Let it sit for 12 hours
After the 12 hours, look at the
different levels of soil in the
jar




The sand will be at the
bottom, the silt will be in the
middle and the clay will be at
the top and the organic matter
will float.

The different layers of these
minerals and their ratios will
show you the type of soil you
have.

 Sand: If the ratio of sand is

more than ½ , you have sandy
soil.
 Silt: If the ratio is more than
½, you have silt soil.
 Clay: If ¼ of the ratio is clay
and you have some silt, you
have clay soil
 Loam: If 2/5 of the ratio is
sand, and 2/5 ratio is silt, plus
a small amount of clay, and a
noticeable amount of organic
matter on top you have loam
soil

Soil
Test 3 (drainage test)
 You can dig a hole in the middle of the garden with a

shovel 1 ½ ft deep and across.
 Fill the hole with water
 If the hole drains in ten mins or less, you have sandy soil
 If the hole drains in 1 hour or more, you have clay soil
 If the hole drains between 20 mins-45 mins you have
great soil

Soil
How to fix soil
Sandy Soil:
 You can add a layer of compost every time

you work your soil (this will help it hold
moisture and nutrients)
 You can purchase a product called triple
mix (equal parts loam soil, peat moss and
compost) cover 2-3 inches

Clay soil:
 You can break up clay soil by adding

mineral gypsum. It provides calcium also
called calcium sulphate. Purchased at
garden centres
 Can add 70% organic matter (compost)
plus 30% builders sand (ground quartz)
every time you work your soil

 Do not add regular sand

as it will make
concrete!!!

Silt:
 This is the easiest soil to fix by
adding in compost

Soil
Soil pH
What is Soil pH:
 A measurement of 0-14 to indicate
weather your soil is acidic (pH 0) to
alkaline (pH 14) with a neutral ph






of 7
Some terms also used are acid-sour
or alkaline-sweet
A simple pH soil test can be
purchased at a garden centre
The reason pH is important is
because it effects the plants ability
to use nutrients
1 point change in pH represents a
ten fold increase in acid or alkaline

 Most vegetables prefer a neutral pH or

6.5-7 similar to the human body.
 In Alberta we have a more alkaline soil
because our soils are built on
limestone parent materials
 In Alberta any acidic soil areas that are
acidic below 6pH have had evergreens
growing on them

Adjusting soil ph:
 If your soil is to acidic (below 6) add

lime
 If your soil is to alkaline (over 7) add
sulfur
 Point to remember: Acid-Alkaline

0 -14

Soil
Fertility
 Just like us, plants also need
minerals

 The three major nutrients to

concentrate on are:

 Plant need 16 nutrients to grow:
The major ones are carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium,
calcium, magnesium, sulphur, iron and
chlorine
 The micro-nutrients are manganese,
boron, zinc, copper, and molybdenum
 Most of these nutrients are in soil, water
and air
 These nutrients are needed by bacteria,
earth worms, and micro organisms to
create an environment for plants to grow




N (nitrogen)
P (phosphorus)
K (potassium) potash
They are always listed in this order eg:
20-20-20 is 20 N, 20 P and 20 K

 Each of these nutrients are listed as a

percentage of 100 but they never add
up to 100. This is because the rest of
the percentage is made up of micro
nutrients and filler which helps to
prevent burning of the plants when
applied
 When using N,P,K the plants can not
tell what source they came from
(organic or synthetic)

Soil
Fertility
Nitrogen:
 This is the first nutrient listed
 Helps with the chlorophyll (their








green blood) production that
makes stems and leaves (little
solar panels) that use the sun, to
give them energy to grow
Most plants just need nitrogen to
create new growth
Some plants need a lot of constant
nitrogen to grow. They are called
heavy feeders
Some plants need a little nitrogen
to grow so they are called light
feeders
Some plants (legumes) are called
nitrogen fixers- the decay of
nitrogen left in the soil from these
plants help to supply nitrogen to
future plants

Because nitrogen drains through
the soil quickly it is good to add
organic matter to help hold nitrogen
in
 To0 much nitrogen creates too much
leaf growth and if your plants are
suppose to make fruit ex: peppers
and tomatoes, they may not make
these at all
 Too little nitrogen causes pale
yellow, stunted plants
 Synthetic nitrogen is made from
natural gas
 Organic forms are made from
compost, manure, green plant
matter. Also adds fiber, micro
organisms and bacteria

Soil
Fertility:
Phosphorus:
 This is the second nutrient listed
 This is used by the plant for root







development, seed production
and early maturing in our short
climate
This also helps our flowers bloom
big and plenty
This is a really good nutrient to
help seedlings get roots
established (5-15-5)
This phosphorus stays in the soil
easily
Lack of this will show as dark
green or purplish leaves when the
plant is small- fertilize with (1052-10)

 As a synthetic fertilizer, it comes

as a mined mineral called rock
phosphate; which is easy and
fast for the plant to use
 As an organic fertilizer, it comes
in the form of bone meal
(ground up animal bones). It
takes time for the bone meal to
be absorbed by the plant, so it is
best to be used in fall or in the
compost mixture

Soil
Fertility:
Potassium:
 This is the third ingredient listed
 This is mostly supplied in the

form of a mined mineral called
potash
 There are usually adequate
amounts in our soil in Alberta
 This is good for regulating plant
growth, resistance to disease, cold
and root development
 A good way to remember N, P, K is
N- is up
P- is down
K- is all around

Soil
Admendments
These are products that you can
add to your soil for fiber. These
do not add nutrients.
1) Peat moss- derived from
decomposed black spruce,
tamarak and spagnum moss (a
living light green carpet that
covers shady forest areas). Peat
moss does not add nutrients
but can add a bit of acidity to
soil. But not enough to effect
pH.

2) Vermiculite & Perlite- They do
help to loosen soil but not
recommended for garden use
because it breaks down with
freezing and thawing. A
combination of peat moss,
vermiculite and Perlite are what is
called a soilless mix used for
starting seeds.
3) Builders sand- To expensive to
use large amounts. Added to soil
with compost. 30 sand/ 70
compost .

